The institute of informatics is looking for several
Research assistants
(SHK/WHF, 2 hrs or more per week)
for the lecture
„Introduction in High Performance Computing“

Your responsibilities:

- Supervision of one or more practice groups (2 SWS/practice group)
- Help with exam supervision and correction

Your profile:

- Immatriculation at Bonn University
- Completed module "MA-INF 1108: Introduction to HPC" or comparable module in mathematics or physics
- Reliable, independent, careful and well-structured way of working
- Very good command of the Englisch language

We offer:

- An interesting and varied job
- Gratuity in accordance with the applicable guidelines for the employment of student and research assistants at the University of Bonn.

Do you feel addressed? If you have any questions or would like to submit your short application by 30.08.2024, please contact Prof. Dr. Estela Suarez:
suarez@uni-bonn.de.